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About this Report
At A. Hatzopoulos S.A. we are committed to act
within the framework of responsible management.
Integrity, reliability, environmental consciousness,
compassion and respect for our employees and
our business partners are the basis of our daily
activities and essential for our sustainable
success.
The present Responsibility Report provides a
detailed overview of our company's approach to
sustainable development and presents our
performance with regard to social, economic and
environmental responsibility. covering the fiscal
year from January 1 to December 31, 2020.
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Welcome
from Theo Zontanos, General Manager

The commitment of A. Hatzopoulos S.A. to social,
economic and environmental responsibility begins
with the foundation of the company itself. This
commitment is reflected on our value system, our
policies and our daily operations and it is annually
publicized through our Responsibility Report.

"Together, we
vision to create
sustainable
value for all
our stakeholders"

As member of international responsibility initiatives,
A. Hatzopoulos S.A. systematically works to train,
empower and safeguard the well-being of its
employees, to actively support local communities
and vulnerable social groups, to lead the fight against
corruption, to improve its environmental footprint and
to innovate for the development of sustainable
packaging solutions for the circular economy. The
present Responsibility Report outlines our company?s
approach to sustainable development and our
performance in 2020, in line with our vision to create
sustainable value for all our stakeholders.
Reflecting on a year that has brought challenges and
change, we remain resilient, dedicated and focused
on our priorities, together. We will continue to walk
along the same path in the upcoming years, to deliver
our vision to the next generation.

Theo Zontanos
General Manager

6 1| |
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WHO WE ARE

OU R S T ORY
In 1931, Athanasios Hatzopoulos, one of
seven children of refugees from Eastern
Thrace, decides to leave the management
of the family bakery to his older brothers
and starts his own business in downtown
Thessaloniki. In the city-centre neighborhood right above the port, the so-called
Commerce Square, was the city?s open-air
market, a veritable melting pot of multiple
cultures and a colourful hub of commercial
activity. In Commerce Square swarms of
street vendors congregated to showcase
their work and sell their wares, whilst
miscellaneous entrepreneurs, artisans and
tradespeople
had
their
workshops,
completing the rich tapestry of the area.

1 93 1
T h e ssa l o n i k i
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Athanasios? business idea germinated
there, when he started observing a small
business of four people making handmade paper bags from scrap paper and
flour paste; he was intrigued and inspired.
Athanasios already had deep knowledge of
flour and its secrets; he only had to learn
about paper and its various qualities.
Without hesitation he found a vacant shop
in the area and started devising his own
bag construction. He wouldn?t use old, dirty
papers from magazines and newspapers.
His paper bags would be of high quality,
made of clean, pure paper bought from a
local mill. That was the innovation that
made him stand out immediately and

succeed in the packaging business, laying
the ground for A. HATZOPOULOS S.A. to
evolve over the decades into the industrial
enterprise that it is today.

A. HATZOPOULOS S.A. develops high-end
flexible packaging solutions, tailored to the
needs of the food and beverages,
cosmetics, chemicals & pharmaceuticals
industries. With 90 years' experience in the
packaging field, it has become a leading
flexible packaging manufacturer with rapid
international growth, employing over 400
people in two production sites.
Thanks to a well-organized international
network, A. HATZOPOULOS S.A. serves its
customers in more than 30 countries, with
exports accounting more than 70% of its
total annual turnover. Our growth is reliant
upon
investments
in
cutting-edge
technology, research and development of
innovative products and continuous training
of our employees, who represent our most
important asset.
Driven by our strong values and our passion
for packaging excellence, we offer
responsibly
unparalleled
packaging
products and services, supporting our
customers to improve their packaging
efficiency across the value chain.
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Flexible Packaging

Commitments
PROTECT

RESPECT

We develop safe, high-barrier, high-performance packaging that
ensures sealing integrity and maximum protection, to increase the
shelf-life and lock-in the freshness of our customers' products.
-

With our custom green packaging solutions, designed in accordance
with CEFLEX and OPRL, we help our customers achieve their
packaging sustainability goals; with the common vision for a better
future for our planet.
-

APPEAL

Packaging Rationalization
Packaging Optimization for resource efficiency
X-CYCLE | Recyclable flexible packaging range
Bio-based packaging solutions

Numerous innovative add-on features and functionalities can be
integrated to our packaging solutions, in line with the latest society
demands, to differentiate effectively and offer an enhanced overall
consumer experience.
-

10 |

Lamination expertise
Wide range of high-barrier options
Optional transparency / Clear windows integration
Puncture resistance
Hermetic sealing properties
High-performance packaging films

Matt / Tactile / Paper / Soft Touch finishing
Easy-open & Reclosable packaging solutions
Cold-seal; optionally reclosable
Retortable applications
Personalized packaging solutions
11 |
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Milestones
in our company history

1931
Foundation of the
company in
Thessaloniki as paper
bags producer by
Athanassios
Hatzopoulos

1981
New technologies &
materials shape a new age
for the packaging industry.
The company enters the
flexible packaging market
leading to a series of
investments for its radical
reorganisation.

1997
The company's
new production
plant, equipped
with flexo printing
machinery and a
triplex-in-line
laminator, goes
into operation

2014

2016

The company installs a new
cylinder engraving line,
further upgrading its
services. The whole
production procedure is fully
automated through a robotic
system, limiting human
interference at minimum.

2019

Introduction of full-HD
flexo printing technology,
certified by ESKO. The
new system provides
excellent print quality
with sharper images and
an expanded tonal range.

A.Hatzopoulos S.A.
inaugurates its new
Head Office in
Kalohori

1961

1975

1991

2008

2015

2018

The company moves
its operations to a
factory equipped with
automated bagging
machines

Transformation of the
company to Limited,
under the name
A.Hatzopoulos S.A.

A. Hatzopoulos S.A.
becomes leader of the
domestic market and
begins its first exporting
activities, starting with
Eastern Europe

The company inaugurates
its new 20.000m 2
production site in Kalohori
with an integrated
solvent-recovery unit; a
total investment of ?25M.

The company proceeds to
continuous investments to further
upgrade its equipment and expand
its capacity. The two plants now
operate independently, equipped
with new machinery for every step
of the converting process, from
printing to slitting.

Launch of X-CYCLE, the next
generation of flexible
packaging solutions,
designed for recycling

13 |
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? million

11%

annual turnover

72
? mil.

83
? mil.

91
? mil.

I N CREASE
SINCE 2019

2020 has been a different year for
everyone in many ways. Looking
back at
these exceptionally
challenging past months, we take a
moment to focus on the positive
facts they brought.

In 2020 the number of our employees
continued to increase, reaching +9% at
the year end VS the number of our
employees at the end of 2019. The annual
turnover of the company reached record
levels at ?91 million, while its
international presence in 32 countries
was further strengthened, serving the
food, personal care and healthcare
industries. Having taken specific strict
measures to protect our people's health,
we safeguarded at the same time the
continuity of our operations for the supply
of our packaging products and services
to our partners.

2018

2019

5%

Personal Care & Pharma

INDUSTRIES
SUPPLIED

6%
8%

Dairy & Meat Products
Dry nuts & fruits
Bakery & Biscuits

14%

2020

Tobacco
Other

32 countries
70%

73%

Before the end of the year we committed
to a bold ?20 million 3-year investment
plan, that is expected to further expand
and upgrade our technology and
infrastructure, looking ahead to the future
with gratitude and optimism.

export sales

263 million m 2
production output
~ TO COVER THE SURFACE OF THE UK+

Worldstar
PACKAGING AWARD 2020

14 |

Coffee & Beverages
Confectionery
Chips & Salty Snacks

8%

The commitment of A. Hatzopoulos S.A.
to support the local Society was
materialised repeatedly throughout the
2020 crisis, with the total amount
allocated to enhanced employee benefits
and social contributions reaching over
?1.5 million.

39%

4%

5%

+10%

ENVIRONMENT

flexo

expert
CERTIFIED BY FLINT

of exports
to NW Europe

5.5 ? million invested
NEW WAREHOUSE
ENGRAVING LINE EXPANSION

407

1.5

employees
+9% INCREASE SINCE 2019

? million
Enhanced Employee Benefits
and Social Contribution Plan
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Investments
A bold ?20M 3-year investment plan

Our commitment
Even amid the complexity and change that
the past year brought A. Hatzopoulos S.A.
has stayed true to its ingrained philosophy
for the continuous improvement of the
products and services it provides to its
partners. For this reason, we committed to
a bold ?20M plan of a series of strategic
investments in new facilities, machinery
and state-of-the-art equipment, to be
implemented by the end of 2022.

Strategic investments
completed in 2020
In the 2nd half of the past year we completed the
acquisition of a new warehouse and the expansion
of our cylinder engraving line. With regard to
engraving in particular, Hatzopoulos S.A. has
invested in its own, fully-automated equipment
since 2014. The whole production procedure is
fully automated through a specialized software
and a robotic system that limits human

16
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interference at minimum. This line has been
expanded with an additional engraving station that
increased our in-house capacity in cylinders
production.

Major investments
planned for 2021-2022
>>> In parallel, we have planned for the intensive
reinforcement of our technological infrastructure
in 2021, starting with the installation of a brandnew, triplex-in-line BOBST CL 850 TD VISION
laminator. This wide-web, tandem machine can
operate either as a triplex-in-line laminator or
easily switch to two separate duplex ones and it
became fully operational in April 2021,expected to
increase our annual capacity in high-performance
laminates by 90ml. sqm. As we move forward in
2021, the construction of a new warehouse in the
Stadiou plant is progressing in parallel. Built to
improve our warehouse operations and to
increase efficiency, the new building is designed
to safely store up to 10.000 pallets of packaging
materials.

?5.5 Million
invested in 2020 in a new warehouse
& the cylinder engraving line expansion

Even amid this period of
complexity and change we
stay true to our ingrained
philosophy for continuous
improvement.

>>> Moreover, for 2021 we have scheduled the
commissioning of two additional high-precision
slitting lines and a brand new 10-color rotogravure
press, which is expected to add another 85ml. sqm.
to our rotogravure printing capacity.
>>> The 3-year investment plan will be completed at
the beginning of 2022 with the installation of an
additional slitting & laser-scoring line and a new
10-color Flexo press at the Arkadiou production
plant.

In anticipation of a post-COVID future, we look
ahead, pursuing a dynamic expansion plan to
secure preservation of high customer-service levels,
operational flexibility and efficiency.

17 |
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~478.000 SQM
FLEXO PLATES

Committed to keep a

Healthy supply chain
~38.500 PALLETS
SHIPPED

Since the COVID-19 outbreak and
throughout this on-going crisis, A.
Hatzopoulos S.A. has stayed entirely
committed to the same primary goal:
protecting the health and safety of our
people and their families, while
providing continued supply of solutions
and service to our customers.

Across our operations, we have applied
extremely strict protocols to minimize risk of
spread, implementing
the
recommended
guidelines and advice from the World Health
Organization and the national authorities. The
company?s top management has been closely
monitoring the evolution of the situation,
applying and adjusting as necessary our
contingency plans, to enable us to continue our
business engagements in these challenging
times.
As our company were called to meet a very high
demand for flexible packaging, in parallel to the
needs of the Society, especially during the first
waves of the pandemic, the commitment of our
people has been stronger than ever. At all
company departments, the employees of A.
Hatzopoulos S.A. haven't stopped working

18
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passionately, round the clock, at the factories
and remotely at their new home-offices,
respecting strict protective measures while
caring to keep all our production lines running as
well. While our daily working routines (among
others) have been significantly affected, the past
year has also proven that we can work together
efficiently in new remote and flexible ways, to
accomplish successful projects even under the
most demanding circumstances.
Throughout the year 2020 our people have
remained strong, positive and focused, to keep
the supply chain healthy and thus to help the
communities that we all support.
We are in this together, with dedication and
resilience, that will allow us not to bounce back,
but to bounce forward.

~4.250 ARTWORKS
PROCESSED

MONTHLY
SALES MEETINGS

~2.600 TRAINING
HOURS
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Certified

Flexo Experts
In 2020 our company's integrated pre-press
& plate-making departments participated in
the FlexoExpert Certification Program.

During an 8-month process consisting of three main
steps: evaluation & training, implementation, and
audit, the FlexoExpert Certification Program reviewed
our in-house plate-making procedures, equipment
performance and quality standards, provided training
to refine our workflow and ensured that our flexo
operations meet all standards for providing reliable
flexographic printing plates of the finest quality, time
and again.
With the guidance of a Flint Group expert, we
implemented successfully the program and passed
the final audit to receive the FlexoExpert certificate in
September 2020. We are thrilled to have been
honoured with this significant certification that
recognizes our adherence to the industry?s best
practices, our attention to quality and our continuous
effort to offer more value to our customers.
?We are delighted to have partnered with Flint Group
in executing a thorough evaluation of our facilities?,
stated Aimilia Ventouri, Flexo Prepress & Plates
Supervisor. ?The FlexoExpert certification provided
an independent, objective review of our processes
and it confirmed that they meet the highest
standards.?

20
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Packaging
Innovations, UK
At the beginning of the year we returned
to Birmingham to participate in the UK?s
most renowned event for the packaging
industry ?Packaging Innovations?.

"Packaging Innovations" fair will be live again
on 16 and 17 February 2022 in Birmingham,
covid-19 permitted. We are looking forward to
returning to this event and to meeting you all
again in person then and there!

"Packaging Innovations" is an event that
provides a unique opportunity to interact with
the best of the industry, discuss the latest
trends and technologies within the packaging
sector and discover new products. The event
took place on 26 and 27 February at the NEC
exhibition centre and our team was there to
discuss
with
the show
visitors
on
high-performance flexible packaging solutions
and the awarded X-CYCLE recyclable range.
The 2-day show of 2020 combined a variety of
activities, including seminars set across four
stages, a chance to take part in the ??start up
village??, a platform designed to showcase
innovative designs, the Ecopack Challenge, as
well as two new features: ?Visit the Future Hub?
and ?Education Hub?, which aim to address the
limitations faced by industry professionals at
every
stage
of
packaging?s
journey.
Furthermore, the BIG Carbon Debate, put under
the microscope the challenges of creating
packaging that is truly eco- friendly throughout
its entire lifecycle.

Birmingham,
UK
21 |
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Gold & Silver
Awarded Packaging Solutions
A. Hatzopoulos S.A. has won two awards
at the 2020 edition of the annual Greek
industry competition "Packaging Awards"
organized by Boussias Communications
in collaboration with the Association of
Greek Manufacturers of Packaging and
Materials.

Professionals from the packaging, FMCG and
creative design sectors had the chance to
participate in the internationally recognized
Greek awards that support and honor innovation
in packaging design and development. Our
company's technical innovation, expertise and
approach to sustainable packaging were
emphatically recognized this year's organisation.

GOLD

SILVER

Lincoln & York?s recyclable
coffee packaging

HEMA?s recycle-ready
packaging for coffee

The recyclable coffee packaging solutions we
developed in partnership with the coffee
roaster Lincoln & York received the highest
rating in the most competitive category of the
internationally-recognized Greek competition:
"Sustainable Packaging Design?, winning the
GOLD prize.

The recycle-ready coffee packaging we
developed for HEMA was the Awards' SILVER
winner in the same category.

The mono-material, high-barrier films were
designed to keep the roasted coffee fresh and
to preserve its delicate ard their perfect look &
format attracts and appeals to brands that are
looking to connect with today?s demanding,
environmentally-conscious consumer.

15| |

A. Hatzopoulos S.A. has partnered with HEMA
for their new sustainable coffee packaging
launch in the beginning of 2020. In response to
the retailer?s eco vision, we undertook the
challenge to redesign the conventional
packaging film for recyclability and to bring on
HEMA?s coffee shelves the new sustainable
packs within only few months? time. Based on
our X-CYCLE technology, the film formulation is
metal-free and can be recycled through the
mixed polyolefins recycling stream. The new
coffee range, roasted and packed in Belgium, is
available at the HEMA stores in several
countries since the beginning of 2020.

23 |
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Core Values
What we stand for

ET H OS
BUSINESS RESPONSIBILITY
MERITOCRACY
A

KNOWLEDGE
?

COMPASSION
A

QUALITY
?

ETHOS
?

LOVE
Love for what we do is the essence
of our company, shaping our core
values and driving us forward!

24 |
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Ecovadis
Responsibility Rating

A. Hatzopoulos S.A. is member of the
Business Integrity Forum (BIF), an
international group of companies that
openly support the fight against
corruption, coordinated by 'Transparency
International'.

All members of the BIF initiative are committed
to operate in a transparent and responsible
manner; setting the example for ethical business
operations.
As one of our core company values, Ethos has
steadily guided our operations since our
beginnings, setting the standards for our Code of
Conduct that pervades our corporate culture, our
everyday activities, and our relationship with our
partners.

In 2020 A. Hatzopoulos S.A. was
awarded with the "SILVER" sustainability
rating by Ecovadis for its CSR practices.

This unique Corporate Social Responsibility
platform evaluates companies' performance with
focus on 21 issues grouped into 4 themes:
Environment, Labour & Human Rights, Ethics and
Sustainable
Procurement.
The
Ecovadis
assessment
methodology
is
built
on
international CSR standards including the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI), the United Nations
Global Compact and ISO:26000, covering 190
categories and 150 countries.
The score achieved in year 2020 is 62%; a
valuable recognition and reward of our
company's our commitment to responsible
business
practices
and
sustainable
development.

With our BIF membership we actively support
this initiative for the international fight against
corruption and we share these principles within
our
industry,
strengthen
anti-corruption
messages across our employees and educate all
involved departments to recognize and manage
corruption incidents.

27 |
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Respect | Fairness
Freedom
We are fully committed to the basic
ethical values of respect, appreciation,
integrity, responsibility and team spirit.

Humanity is one of the core values of A.
Hatzopoulos S.A. Our company fully supports
and respects the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and the relevant national and
European legislation with reference to the
fundamental rights of every individual, such as
protection of privacy, freedom of opinion and
expression, freedom of association, nondiscrimination and the right to be heard.
We are not complicit in any kind of human rights
violations while conducting our business
activities and our main policy is to choose
companies to cooperate with, which are not
violating in any manner the internationally
proclaimed human rights. Our commitments are
not only reflected on our internal employment
policies and partnership standards, but
additionally our company, as a corporate citizen,
provides
active
financial
support
to
organizations dedicated to human rights
protection and supporting the non-privileged.
A. Hatzopoulos S.A. respects the freedom of
association and recognizes the right to
collective bargaining. We respect the right of

285| |

our employees as of any individual
participate in unions in accordance with
national laws, while the members of
Regional Union are welcome to visit
premises, discuss with our employees
distribute material and publications.

BUSINESS ETHICS

OUR PEOPLE

ENVIRONMENT

Privacy Respect
Data Protection

to
the
the
our
and

Meritocracy is the first core value of our
company, while our equal opportunities
standards and commitments are applied and
reflected on all of our internal processes and
systems (recruitment, training, development
and promotion of employees). We are annually
audited by our customers as well as by
independent institutions on our labor practices
as well as our procedures regarding training,
evaluation of our employees.

We ensure the privacy and protection of
personal & business data collected from
our partners, employees and suppliers.

In compliance with the GDPR requirements,
we process personal data in lawful, fair and
transparent ways, ensuring the legality,
objectivity and transparency of the process.
Data is collected only for specific, legitimate
purposes and they are not being processed
in a manner that is incompatible with those
purposes.

Only data that are necessary and appropriate
are collected and they are maintained only for
as long as they are necessary. The protection of
personal data from loss, misuse, unauthorized
access or leaking of information is ensured, as
well as the fact that appropriate technical and
organizational measures are taken for their
protection.

PRIVACY POLICY

29 |
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+17%
increase of the amount allocated
to Social Contribution Plan in
2020 compared to 2019

Social
Contribution

Hatzopoulos S.A. firmly believes that company growth and success should be
accompanied by the will to give back; especially to the local community and for the
support of vulnerable social groups.

We proudly support humanitarian, environmental, cultural, athletic and scientific institutions as part
of our social contribution program, in which the participation of our employees is strongly
encouraged. In 2020, the amount of our Annual Social Contribution Plan was increased by 17%
compared to last year, allocated to various organisations, including:

305| |

-

AHEPA University General Hospital of Thessaloniki
The Greek Food Bank
Nursing Home "Vasiliada"
MDA Hellas
SOS Children's Villages
AHTIDA Association
Museum for the Macedonian Struggle
Solidarity Net
ELEPAP - Association for the Rehabilitation of Disabled Children
The Smile of The Child
Orphanage Papaphio
1st Elementary School of Kalohori
Lighthouse of the World
National Theater of Northern Greece
Institute of Balkan Studies

-

Thracian Art & Tradition Foundation

Donation to AHEPA
Thessaloniki Hospital
to support the fight
against COVID-19

A new defibrillator
donated to the 1st
Elementary School of
Kalohori

A. Hatzopoulos S.A. donated medical
equipment to ?AHEPA? University General
Hospital of Thessaloniki, the main
reference hospital for COVID-19 in
Northern Greece. In an effort to actively
contribute to the national healthcare
system and our society?s fight against this
unexpected crisis, in the Spring of 2020 we
decided the procurement of new, advanced
medical devices and equipment to
"AHEPA". In consultation with the hospital
Management, the equipment was donated
with the target to cover the hospital's most
urgent needs to face the first wave of the
pandemic. Recognizing the daily efforts of
the healthcare professionals all over
Greece to treat patients under these
unprecedented circumstances, our wish is
to support above all the people who are on
the front-line of this battle, protecting
public health and combating the virus
spread.

Giving back to the local community, where
our main business operations take place, is
a valuable and important part of our
activities. With particular excitement and
joy, we donated last year a new Automated
External Defibrillator (AED) to the 1st
Elementary School of Kalohori, aiming at
supporting and protecting the health of its
270 students, teachers and school staff.
The defibrillator was received by the school
Principal in a event held in October 2020,
during which an educational seminar took
place as well, for the proper use of this
life-saving equipment.
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Consistent Quality
Setting high standards
It is fundamental value of A. Hatzopoulos S.A. to ensure High and Consistent Quality,
achieved thanks to the implementation of a Quality Management System that covers
the entire spectrum of the company?s operations, from planning and development to
after sales service.

Value of Non-conforming
Materials VS Turnover

Our Quality Policy is focused on the
continuous improvement of our systems
and operations governed by Respect
towards our employees, our customers, our
partners and the final consumers that daily
use our packaging products.
Key Quality Performance Drivers

2019

2020

Number of Claims /
Number of Invoiced Orders

- Full compliance with Customer Specifications
- Full compliance with Legal Requirements
- Implementation of Quality Management
System - ISO 9001 certified
- Hygiene, Work Safety and Environmental
Conditions of the Highest Standards
- Qualified Personnel
- Fully-equipped Quality Labs
- Focus on Continuous Improvement
- Full Traceabilit y

The scopes and the countable company
targets regarding quality, food safety and
hygiene conditions are clearly defined and
their progress is regularly audited and revised
accordingly. All employees are trained and
encouraged to actively participate in the
company's quality improvement system.
2019
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#1st,
the Consumers
A. Hatzopoulos S.A. designs and produces flexible packaging materials that
meet the highest safety standards and the increasing consumers' demand
for functionality and sustainability of the products they choose, use and
consume.

SAFETY
The company is member of Flexible Packaging
Europe Association (FPE), staying always
up-to- date with the research of the European
Food Safety Authority (EFSA) and implements
food safety principles certified with BRC/ IoP
Global Standard.

FUNCTIONALITY
We pursue a continuous investment plan,
based on cutting-edge technology and
equipment, suitable to meet the most
demanding requirements. Our innovative
solutions with add-on packaging functionalities
offer convenience and an enhanced consumer
experience.

- Our high-performance films ensure sealing
integrity and maximum product protection
- We strictly implement the international and
domestic legislation on Food Safety
- We perform regular controls of migration of
substances from packaging materials to
food
- We issue certificates for packaging in
contact with food with comprehensive and
detailed information

SUSTAINABILITY
We are dedicated to improving packaging
design to make our plastic products friendlier
to the environment and easier to recycle. We
design film formulations with focus on
packaging optimization and sustainability
adopting a holistic approach.

2020
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Sustainable

Procurement
We understand that our business
Responsibility extends beyond our own
internal operations. The goal of A.
Hatzopoulos S.A. is for all its suppliers to
commit to the company principles, so that
they will in turn assist in the strengthening
of its sustainable development; up and
down the value chain.

The company suppliers and business
associates are selected and evaluated annually,
based on their policies regarding Environmental
protection, Defence and Protection of Human
Rights, Food Safety, Quality Consistency and
Ethical Policies to combat corruption and
discrimination.
In accordance with our Supply Chain Risk
Assessment Process, we perform regular
supplier evaluations and also on-site audits.
After our assessments, we ask all suppliers to
draw up corrective action plans and to work on
any identified subjects where improvement is
required.

32%
of the raw materials used in our
packaging films are purchased
locally (base films in tons)

Suppliers
(in Number)

- Local

- International

Suppliers
(in Value - ?)

In 2020, 30% of all raw, auxiliary and packaging
materials and printing means that entered our
production sites were purchased from Greek
producers (in value, ?). 32% of the raw materials
(base films in tons) used in our products were
sourced locally.
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- Local

Ethical Supply
Chains
Sedex is one of the world's leading
ethical trade service providers, which
aims to improve working conditions
and to increase transparency in global
supply chains.

Working with some of the world?s most
recognizable brands and standard-setting
organizations, such as the United Nations
and Ethical Trade Initiative, it covers the
four areas of: labor, health & safety,
business ethics and environment.
?. Hatzopoulos S.A. has been a member of
SEDEX for several years, actively working
for the continuous improvement of its
performance. As part of this commitment,
we participate in third-party SMETA audits
focused on these four themes, we share
the results with our business partners and
we monitor the implementation of certain
requirements up and down our value chain.

- International
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We are Stronger,

Together
We aim to create an environment in which every
employee feels proud to be part of. At the end of the year
2020, A. Hatzopoulos S.A. employed 407 people; the
force behind the company?s success and growth.
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A thriving,
diverse culture
Embracing inclusion

Commitment to our
people
Providing a safe and friendly professional
environment, treating all job applicants
and employees equally, fairly and with
respect to the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and investing in continuous
training and development programs for
our people.

In 2020 the number of
our employees increased by

~9%
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Number of Employees

Promote a positive, productive and
team-based learning environment

-

Attract, develop, motivate and retain the
talented people of the company

-

Build and maintain a workplace that is
governed by the principles of
meritocracy and recognition

-

Achieve credibility, consistency and trust
in A.Hatzopoulos S.A.

-

Enhance communication among all
Departments

by Gender

81% 19%

-

at the end of the year

Promote and enhance the skills,
efficiency and well-being of our people

-

Employees Breakdown

57% 43%

Total
Employees

We commit to provide an excellent business
environment for our employees, where we:
-

The number of our employees has
significantly increased in the past year,
reaching 407 people; up +9,1% since
2019. 81% of the total employees at
the company are male and 19% are
female. At the end of 2020, the gender
breakdown of the non-industrial
employees (i.e. excluding production
and warehousing departments) was
57% female VS 43% male.

407

373

354

2018

2019

2020

We seek to employ people, that
reflect our diverse community
because we value the individual
contribution of any person,
irrespective of their sex, age,
marital status, disability, sexual
orientation, gender, race, colour,
religion, belief, ethnic or national
origin

-

We support diversity, choosing
people of different experiences,
skills and cultures, treating all
employees and job applicants
equally and fairly

-

We believe in fostering a culture
that supports inclusion, variety
and no discrimination

Non-industrial
Employees

Employees Breakdown
by Tenure & by Age

Tenure

Age
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Health & Safety
A Culture of 400 Safety Engineers
Our commitment
Health and Safety at work is a fundamental
right of all our employees. Ensuring both,
every day, is our company's main priority.
A. Hatzopoulos S.A. commits to implement the
highest standards related to Occupational Health
and Safety, in a manner that maximizes the
prevention of incidents that may cause any injury,
illness or large-scale accidents for its employees in
and out of the company, its contractors and all the
visitors to its premises.

Health & Safety
Management System
In this direction, we have developed an effective
Health and Safety Management System that helps
us control and prevent any occupational- related
hazards and risks. The System is periodically
reviewed, to ensure the continuous improvement
of our relevant policies. The top management of
A.Hatzopoulos S.A. is actively involved in the
implementation and review of the Health & Safety
Management System, enabling the establishment
of a culture of safety for all.
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Health and Safety at work
is a fundamental right of all
our employees. Ensuring
both, every day, is our main
priority.

The Occupational Heath and Safety Management
system of the company includes (among others)
the following:
-

-

The implementation of policies beyond the
provisions of the relevant local and European
legislation with regard to Occupational Health
and Safety.
Regular risk assessments and audits carried
out by the designated Safety Engineer with the
active engagement of our employees.

-

Advanced Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) for everyone working at / entering our
production facilities.

-

Specific preventive and control measures
taken at all high-risk related departments and
factory areas.

-

Continuous, hands-on training program
applicable to all employees that develops their
understanding of any work-related hazards
and risks.

-

Annual Health check-up for all company
employees, adapted to their work position.

-

Specific safety standards for all contractors
working at our premises.

ISO 45001
Certification
The Health and Safety Management System that
we adopt has been recently certified with ISO
45001:2018, the international standard that helps
organizations improve employee safety, reduce
workplace risks and create safer working
conditions.
Published in March 2018, the ISO 45001
standard specifies requirements for an OH&S
management system, and gives guidance for its
use, by preventing work-related injury and illness
at an organization, as well as by proactively
improving its OH&S performance.
The ISO 45001 certification of our sites, issued
by TÜV HELLAS, became effective on July 1st ,
2021. Achieving this certification exemplifies,
above all, our people's true commitment to
protecting everyone's health and safety,
according to the highest standards, fostering a
culture of 400 Safety Engineers.
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Health & Safety
Training Plan

Recorded Incidents
& Classification

The Health & Safety Training Plan of the company
involves all employees, with the purpose to
develop their awareness and understanding of
any hazards and risks related to their daily
activities, in and out of the company.

Significant developments related to Occupational
Health and Safety Management took place at the
company in 2020.

Regular Training Topics include:
-

Health & Safety Culture

-

Incidents Analysis - Lessons Learned

-

Main Hazards as per Risk Assessment

-

Equipment, Materials & Machinery Handling

-

First Aid Assistance

-

Fire Prevention & Safety

428
participants trained in Health& Safety-related training
sessions in 2020

OUR PEOPLE

ENVIRONMENT

Total Incidents Recorded
2019-2020

Within the year, the Occupational Risk Assessment for both production sites was revised by
the designated Safety Technician of the
company, frequent Inspections, Audits, Safety
drills and Health and Safety meetings took place,
leading to improved safety initiatives, enhanced
Heath and Safety measures, procedures and
protocols, which were introduced, also in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
In 2020, the total number of incidents recorded at
the company was decreased by -29% compared
to 2019. 59% of the 39 total incidents recorded at
our plants in 2020 are classified either as "Near
Miss" incidents or returned "Back to Work within
the same day".

-29%
number of incidents
recorded in 2020 VS 2019

Recorded Incidents Classification
2019-2020

In 2020, even though the training program of the
company was not fulfilled as initially planned due
to the pandemic outbreak, we completed
successfully four training cycles, dedicated
specifically to Health & Safety-related subjects.
Both live and remote sessions were organized
according to each participating employees' group
daily activities and relevant needs, adding to our
training program all H&S issues related to
COVID-19.
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Employee safety
during COVID-19
Our fight against the pandemic

A. Hatzopoulos S.A. is committed to the
responsibility of keeping its employees
and business associates safe during the
COVID-19 pandemic by minimizing the
risk of spread of the virus. To help protect
our people and their families, our partners,
as well as the broader community, in
which we operate, we have taken rigorous
precautionary measures, aligned with the
guidance of the World Health Organization
and the instructions of the local Health
Authorities.
Since the outbreak of the pandemic, our company
implements a detailed COVID-19 Preparation and
Response Plan, to safeguard the health of its
people, while safely continuing its business
operations.
Early in 2020, the majority of our office employees
switched to remote working, while business
travels and site visits were restricted, unless
deemed absolutely business critical. At the same
time, a variety of new health and safety protocols
at the sites were implemented, to eliminate risk of
infection of our on-site working employees, which
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ensured daily both ours and our partners'
business continuity, thus keeping healthy the
international supply chain for food and non-food
supplies.

Preventive Measures and
Actions against COVID-19

During the various pandemic stages we went
through, Hatzopoulos S.A. has remained focused
on actively and closely monitoring the situation, in
order to ensure adherence to all new safety
protocols (such as physical distancing, disinfection
cleanings and enhanced personal hygiene
practices) and to continuously evaluate, adapt and
reinforce the measures where necessary, to
prevent the risk of transmission and ensure safe
operating practices.

The strict COVID-19 preventive measures and
relevant actions, which A. Hatzopoulos S.A. has
taken in our fight against the pandemic include:

-

-

Our approach to returning to business travel,
on-site technical visits, trade shows and other
international events will be cautious and flexible
as we will continue to adapt the relevant safety
protocols to the most updated local conditions.
We will maintain the primary focus on the health
and safety of our employees, acknowledging the
need to ensure business continuity and support
our customers.

-

-

Mandatory use of mask indoors and outdoors
and Physical distancing
Temperature measurement before entering
the company premises using specific
equipment - Smart Gates
Increased use of hygiene products, 50 hand
sanitizing stations added, disinfectant gels
and wet wipes provided to employees with
updated personal hygiene instructions in line
with the health Authorities' guidelines

~150.000
masks provided to our
employees in 2020

-

Regular on-site testing of all employees

-

Regular cleaning and ventilation, in line with
the relevant updated guidelines

-

Repeated, clear and updated information and
guidance provided on revised H&S protocols,
remote working and travel restrictions

-

Training and open dialogue e-sessions on
COVID-related issues

-

Permission to enter given to company visitors
only upon negative test result

-

Quarantine protocols in case of infection or
exposure to a confirmed case

Entry screening through the use of a detailed
health questionnaire
Frequent disinfection of sites
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Training Plan

Employees

Benefits

Investment in People

It is our firm belief that employee well-being and satisfaction is of paramount importance
for our company's sustainable development. We provide attractive remuneration
packages for all our employees, commensurate with their qualifications, performance,
tenure and former experience.

At A. Hatzopoulos S.A. we recognise that our future success relies on our ability to
develop our people. We ensure that all employees are trained and developed, from the
moment they join the company and throughout their entire career with us, according to
their customized needs and ambitions.

Our Annual Employee Benefits program includes:

Training is an important part of our
company's culture, provided according to the
Annual Training Plan, based on our
Performance Management System and all
emerging business needs throughout the
year.

-

Life insurance

-

Healthcare
insurance

-

Annual health
check-up

-

Extra financial
support for
families with
more than 3
children

-

School allowance

-

Academic
excellence
awards for our
employees'
children

~150.000 ?
invested in COVID-19-related
employee benefits in 2020

-

Blood bank

-

Pension plan

-

Infirmary

-

Work meals &
daily healthy
snacks

-

Christmas &
Easter vouchers

-

Performance
rewards & bonus

Continuous supply of safety masks,
disinfection gels and wet wipes

-

Provision of advanced protective
equipment

-

Provision of additional bonus

-

Conduction of extensive health exams
for recovering patients

-

Regular COVID-19 testing of all
employees at the company premises

-
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Extra financial
support for newly
weds and new
parents

In addition to the annually-planned employee
benefits, in 2020 the company invested an
additional amount of 150.000?, specifically
allocated to employees' benefits related to
the fight against the pandemic, including:

~2.600
hours dedicated to internal
& external training sessions
in 2020

2020 has been a different, particular year in
all aspects, during which the training program
of the company, as originally planned before
the pandemic outbreak, it was impossible to
be fulfilled. The rigorous quarantine and
social distancing measures we applied to
protect as a priority our people's health and
safety, has resulted in many of the training
sessions planned to be postponed or
switched to online, where possible.
Despite these challenging circumstances, we
have managed to complete an external
training plan of about 1.950 hours, including
pre- and post-graduate studies and language
courses for our employees, reaching an
investment of ~50.000? for external training
sessions. In addition, we have dedicated 645
hours in the past year in internal training
courses (mainly in January - February 2020),
including induction training for our new
employees.
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Designing a better future

For our planet
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RECYCLABLE
& NON-HAZARDOUS SOLID WASTE
(quantities in tons)

ENVIRONMENT

HARD COPIES /
PROCESSED ORDER

Eco-Performance
Responsible waste management
& energy use
ENERGY & GAS CONSUMPTION
PER 1.000m 2 OF FINAL PRODUCT

Respect for the environment and eco-consciousness are deeply ingrained in our
corporate culture. We aim at maintaining high environmental management
standards, implementing concrete eco-policies certified with ISO 14001.

In conjunction with continuously investing
in solvent recovery and abatement
systems, with the specific aim of reducing
the carbon footprint of our production
activity, we collect data from our
manufacturing sites regularly, measuring
our eco-performance and setting higher
targets to reduce the overall environmental
impact of
all our daily operations.

-

RECYCLABLE & NON-HAZARDOUS
SOLID WASTE

-

HARD COPIES / PROCESSED ORDER

-

ENERGY & GAS CONSUMPTION /
1000m 2 OF PRODUCTS

-

INORGANIC WASTE IN KG / ENGRAVED
CYLINDER

-

Working towards an optimum waste
management, controlled energy and
natural resources consumption and the
implementation of a circular economy
mindset in our activities, we use the
following principal indicators to monitor
our eco-performance and to measure our
efficiency and progress year on year:
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Quantity of products (m 2 X 1000)

Total energy consumption

DISTILLATION RESIDUE IN KG /
PRODUCTS IN KM 2
INORGANIC WASTE IN KG /
ENGRAVED CYLINDER

DISTILLATION RESIDUE IN KG /
PRODUCTS IN KM 2
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Total environmental

Consciousness
Our company is committed to the vision
of circular economy for the benefit of
the present and future generations. To
make this vision a reality, we have set
ambitious targets to eliminate all
unnecessary materials previously used,
to switch materials used into their
recyclable or reusable ones and
circulate everything we can, to keep it
active in the economy and out of the
environment.

~17.800
reusable pallets circulated in 2020

CHEP wooden pallets last up to 10 times longer
than their white-wood equivalents and they are
100% recyclable. CONTRALOAD pallets are
made of HDPE. They are ultra-durable pallets
that can be reused for years and at the end of
their lifecycle they get recycled and remanufactured into new pallets. Our Ecocontribution of adopting the CHEP system in
2020 is illustrated next.
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Carbon Footprint 2020

CHEP Sustainability Saving 2020

18.107 kg

16.536 km

CO2 emissions saved

Fewer, travelled by truck

15.140 dm

Reusable pallets system
In the scope of the above, since 2019 our
company uses reusable pallets for the majority
of its exports' logistics activities. We use CHEP
(wooden) or CONTRALOAD (plastic) pallets for
shipping of goods and, upon delivery and use at
our customers' sites, the pallets manufacturers
undertake their re-collection, repair (if required)
and reuse. This is a sustainable approach for
the use of pallets into our operations, leaving
wood waste out of the environment, lowering
emissions and saving important natural
resources.

Working towards
reducing emissions

3

15

Wood Resources saved

Trees

1.441 kg

1.108

Waste to landfill reduced

Waste per person / day

Sustainable packaging
We follow the same sustainable approach with
regard to all different materials used for our
final products preparation and palletization:

Taking action on climate change and contributing to
tackle climate crisis and to protect the future of our
planet starts with reducing our carbon footprint.

Our goal is to continuously improve our processes by reducing
input materials used and energy consumed. The following GHG
emissions 2020 calculation and reporting is based on the
recommendations of the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD) GHG Protocol and on the consumption
multiplied by the corresponding emission factors. The selected
emission factors comprise the total emissions consisting of the
direct and indirect components.

-

All joints used at our production sites are
made of recyclable PP.

-

All PET straps have been replaced with
recyclable PP ones.

2020
GHG EMISSIONS

-

All plastic bags used for reel protection
are made of recyclable, transparent PE.

(thousand tons CO2)

-

All wooden boards / other palletization
materials have been replaced with
recyclable, PP- and Paper-based ones.

-

Electricity, fuels
& solvents
consumption

-

Transportation

-

Leakages

1.012

50

3
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Collaboration for the Vision of

Circular Economy

Circular economy

Collection, sorting and recycling

A. Hatzopoulos S.A. understands the global consumer demand for less packaging
waste and fully supports the objective to transform Europe into a more circular and
resource efficient economy. As an active member of Flexible Packaging Europe and
FPE's Sustainability Committee, we are committed to our common Vision to
enhance the contribution of flexible packaging for that purpose through our
Sustainability Goals.
Entire value chain
-

Across Europe

Design flexible packaging for full effectiveness with minimum footprint
Work on optimized flexible packaging recyclability and circularity
Zero tolerance of leakage and littering into the environment
Collaboration with selected value chain peers to speed up progress

Source: Flexible Packaging Europe

Member of CEFLEX and OPRL
The CEFLEX initiative aims at further enhancing the performance of
flexible packaging in the circular economy, through the collaboration
of companies representing the full spectrum of the value chain: from
materials producers to converters and printers, to brand owners,
retailers, technology providers and recycling companies. As a
company that is focused on improving packaging design and on
innovating to make our plastic products more environmental-friendly
and easier to recycle, we are looking forward to actively contributing
to the CEFLEX goals, shaping the flexible packaging of the future.

The On-Pack Recycling Label scheme (recognised by the UN
Environment Programme as international Best Practice) aims to
deliver a simple, consistent and UK-wide recycling message on
retailer and brand packaging, to help consumers recycle more
material correctly, more often. That simple consistent message is
now recognised by more than 7 in 10 UK consumers, with over 500
members now using it.
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Support of the Greek
Curbside Recycling
Program
We are an active contributor of HERRCO, the Hellenic
Recovery Recycling Corporation. A. Hatzopoulos S.A.
supports the organisation's efforts to upgrade the
recycling infrastructure in our country, with the
common vision for less packaging waste. Our financial
contribution by the end of 2020 corresponds to the
purchase of 1.000 Blue Bins for the organization's
Curbside Recycling Program.
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Transportation benefits

Flexible Packaging

Sustainability
Benefits

Flexible packaging allows a large number of
packages to be shipped on a truck (flat or on roll),
reducing the number of trucks needed, both from
packaging supplier to filler and from filler to
retailer. The flexibles' additional ability to resist
denting or breakage without spilling content
makes them also a much more safe and
attractive option suitable for e-commerce.

Resource-efficiency
The efficient and responsible use of
resources has become a critical factor to
consider for companies along the value
chain. In fact, when it comes to packaging
decisions, the sustainability factor has never
been more important to consumers and
manufacturers both around the globe, than
today. Flexible packaging offers numerous
environmental benefits throughout the entire
life-cycle of a product and its packaging.

Flexible Packaging is designed to minimize the use of packaging materials
Flexible packaging by definition combines the best qualities of plastic, paper and
alu-foil to deliver a broad range of protective and functional properties, while
employing a minimum of material

Smart combination

Low packaging ratio

Customizable

Lightweight

Easily adjustable

Source: Flexible Packaging Europe
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Contribution to Food
Waste
Approximately 1/ 3 of all food produced is
disposed of before it's consumed,
resulting in 1.3 billion tons of food thrown
out annually. Food waste is a major
contributor to global greenhouse gases
and is a large contributor of methane gas
at landfills. Flexible packaging creates an
effective barrier between the product and
the environment, preventing the product
from becoming waste, by protecting it
from potentially damaging environmental
factors such as light, oxygen and
moisture, which affect the quality and the
taste of food.
The advanced barrier technologies of
flexible packaging can extend the food
shelf life by 100% or more. A great
example is meat packed in modified
atmosphere packaging, where the shelf
life of the meat can be extended from 2 to
21 days without using preservatives.
Flexible packaging can be the answer to
the global food waste issue in two more
fascinating
ways:
by
providing
appropriate format and serving and
enhanced convenience, with add-on
functionalities, such as reclosable
packaging for gradual food consumption.

Material efficiency is calculated measuring how
much of a product sold consists of product and
how much of packaging by weight. A higher ratio
indicates more efficient use of resources as less
packaging is used to protect the product. The
product-to- package ratio of flexible packaging is
much higher than that of other packaging
formats.
Beverage packaging shows best that the lightweight nature of flexibles results in the optimal
amount of packaging being used with the least

OUR PEOPLE

ENVIRONMENT

amount of resources necessary to protect the
product: replacing rigid (glass) with flexible
packaging in this case can generate a massive
-97% reduction of material: 1,5 pounds of flexible
plastic instead of 50 pounds of glass required to
pack 60 pounds of beverage.

Beneficial life-cycle
metrics
The use of life-cycle assessment tools proves
that flexible packaging results in preferable
environ- mental attributes regarding carbon
impact, fossil fuel usage, water usage, as well as
material to landfill, when compared to other
package formats. Thanks to the efficient use of
resources enabled by flexible packaging, it uses
less energy, generates less CO2 emissions and
contributes less to landfill.
In addition to its reduced environmental impact
and to the fact that it represents a relative small
part of the overall product impact (usually <10%),
flexible packaging is increasingly contributing
further by being re-designed for recyclability.

Low packaging ratio

Reducing total carbon footprint

Saving packaging
material

Source: Flexible Packaging Europe
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2020 Study on Flexible Packaging
The Institute for Energy and Environmental Research extended in 2020 its study on the
positive environmental consequences of flexible packaging compared to rigid
packaging formats. The study shows that the use of flexible packaging results in
greater resource efficiency as well as reduced carbon footprint.

The future of packaging

Recyclable films
X-CYCLETM refers to the recyclable packaging
range, developed by A. Hatzopoulos S.A. with the
target to convert conventional formulations into
their recyclable equivalents, whilst preserving
simultaneously the protective and functional
properties of the original materials. Our X-CYCLE
packaging technology has received the Worldstar
Packaging Award 2020 in the Packaging
Materials category.

The study is comprised of two scenarios that
display the key role flexible packaging plays in
the prevention of packaging waste as well as the
mitigation of global warming.
In the first scenario, all EU non-flexible packaging
for Fast Moving Consumer Goods, excluding the
sector of beverages, are substituted by flexibles.
This would result in a reduction of packaging
waste by 21 M. tons per year, which translates to
>70% less the amount of non-beverage FMCG
primary packaging in the EU.
Even more astonishing are the environmental
benefits. The life-cycle assessment approach of
the study demonstrates that, if such substitution
were to happen, the total Global Warming
Potential (GWP) of all EU, non-beverage FMCG
primary packaging would decrease by 33%. That
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is even if no material recycling processes for
flexible packaging happen.
The second scenario demonstrates what would
happen if all flexible packaging used for nonbeverage FMCGs were to be substituted by rigid
packaging formats. In such case, the total Global
Warming Potential would rise by 30%. Even if the
recycling rate of rigid packaging was raised to a
completely theoretical 100%, the total GWP
would still increase by 14%.
The report?s authors conclude that for packaging
the focus should not be on recyclability only but
also and foremost on prevention. This can be
achieved by a higher use of flexible packaging,
which would lead not only to less primary
packaging waste, but also to lower carbon
footprint and use of resources.

Packaging is extremely important to protect food
and combat food waste and we can do that with
materials that can be both lightweight and
recycled for reuse in a circular way. Incorporating
the industry guidelines for flexible packaging
design for recycling, we develop monomaterial
PP / PE and mixed PO solutions, taking into
account all the critical packaging design choices
and factors that finally impact the recycling
process and the quality of the recyclates.

By replacing traditional film structures with
X-CYCLE, we aim to help solve our customers?
sustainability challenges, adding recyclability to
our already high-performance packaging films. In
parallel, we work for the continuous improvement
of the range formulations, to achieve even better
environmental metrics, higher performance rates,
and further packaging optimisation.
In addition to Packaging Design for Recycling, our
dedicated R&D experts are focused on the
development of more innovative, sustainable
packaging solutions with the use of materials
with recycled and bio-based content. Dedicated
to our vision to protect the planet, we continue to
research and innovate for the development of the
flexible packaging of the future.

In 2020, we brought to several export markets our
innovative films in close collaboration with our
partners, to pack branded products in new
recyclable packaging based on the X-CYCLE
concept. Furthermore, last year, the recyclability
of specific basic versions of the X-CYCLE
recyclable films was assessed and independently
certified by Institutes Cyclos-HTP and Interseroh
and by the UK-based organisation OPRL.
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CONTACT
GET IN TOUCH WITH US

HEADQUARTERS
21, Stadiou street
57009, Kalohori,
Thessaloniki, Macedonia,
Greece
Tel: +30 2310 551 801
Fax: +30 2310 540 673
info@hatzopoulos.gr
www.hatzopoulos.gr

BENELUX
Nijverheidsweg 27
2031 CN Haarlem
The Netherlands
Mob: +31 (0) 610 088 519
Mob: +31 (0) 610 088 584
alexandrou@hatzopoulos.nl
michael@hatzopoulos.nl

Be

BULGARIA
Ul. Dr. Valkovich 16
4000, Plovdiv
Bulgaria
Tel/ Fax: +359 32 633 565
Mob: +359 888 533 842
bulgaria@hatzopoulos.gr

FRANCE
5, rue Erable
67610 La Wantzenau
France
Tel.: +33 (0) 9 52 93 13 03
Mob: +33 (0) 6 14 59 38 43
p.unterseh@hatzopoulos.fr

GERMANY
Siebenbrückenweg 4
84034 Landshut
Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 151 15 60 33 09
proedrou@hatzopoulos.de

UK & IRELAND
21 Coningsby Road
Woodthorpe
Nottingham, NG5 4LH
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1157 180388
Mob: +44 (0) 7572 126964
uk_ireland@hatzopoulos.co.uk
kassianidis@hatzopoulos.co.uk

USA
855 Ocean Ave. 6D
Brooklyn, NY 11226
United States
Mob: +1 718 344 1516
m.nickens@hatzopoulos.us

SERBIA
IBG d.o.o.
Zanke Stokic 27a,
11000, Beograd
Serbia
Tel: +38 11 36 93 316
Fax: +38 11 36 93 317
office@ibg.rs

FLEXIBLE
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